Biologically-inspired approaches are one of the most promising approaches to realize highly-adaptive distributed systems. Biological systems inherently have self- * properties, such as self-stabilization, self-adaptation, self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing. Thus, the application of biological systems into distributed systems has attracted a lot of attention recently. In this paper, we present one successful result of bio-inspired approach: we propose distributed algorithms for resource replication inspired by the single species population model. Resource replication is a crucial technique for improving system performance of distributed applications with shared resources. In systems using resource replication, generally, a larger number of replicas lead to shorter time to reach a replica of a requested resource but consume more storage of the hosts. Therefore, it is indispensable to adjust the number of replicas appropriately for the resource sharing application. This paper considers the problem for controlling the densities of replicas adaptively in dynamic networks and proposes two bio-inspired distributed algorithms for the problem. In the first algorithm, we try to control the replica density for a single resource. However, in a system where multiple resources coexist, the algorithm needs high network cost and the exact knowledge at each node about all resources in the network. In the second algorithm, the densities of all resources are controlled by the single algorithm without high network cost and the exact knowledge about all resources. This paper shows by simulations that these two algorithms realize self-adaptation of the replica density in dynamic networks.
Introduction
Continuous and significant increase in scale, dynamics and diversity of network environments requires highly-adaptive distributed systems. Thus, autonomic distributed systems with self- * properties, such as self-stabilization, selfadaptation, self-configuration, self-optimization and selfhealing, are attracting widespread attention from researchers and engineers in the fields of distributed systems.
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ing highly adaptive distributed systems. Successful projects include Bio-Networking project [1] and Anthill project [2] . These projects adopt biologically-inspired approaches to provide a highly adaptive platform for mobile-agent-based computing [3] , [4] . This paper presents one successful result of bioinspired approach in dynamic distributed systems: we propose distributed algorithms for resource replication inspired by a biological system. Resource replication is a crucial technique for improving performance and availability of resource sharing systems, which are one of the most fundamental distributed applications (a well-known example is file sharing on peer-to-peer networks [5] , [6] ). In resource sharing systems using replication, replicas of an original resource are distributed over the network so that each user can get a requested resource by accessing a nearby replica. Resource replication can reduce communication latency and consumption of network bandwidth and can also improve availability of the resources even when some of the replicas are unavailable.
In systems using resource replication, generally, a larger number of replicas lead to shorter time to reach a replica of a requested resource, but consume more storage of the hosts. Thus, it is indispensable to adjust the number of replicas appropriately for the system. It is natural to consider that the system, where each host provides a constant amount of storage for keeping replicas, should keep as many replicas as possible to improve system performance. The total amount of storage in the system depends on the network size. In this paper, we consider control algorithms on application layer (e.g., on overlay in a peer-to-peer network) to adapt the number of replicas depending on the amount of storage at each host and the current network size (i.e., the number of hosts). By applying an adaptive algorithm for the controlling the number of replicas, the system can guarantee QoS to a certain extent regardless of the network size. One such example is resource searching protocol PWQS, which is a quorum-based probabilistic protocol on peer-to-peer networks [7] . In PWQS, replicas are dispersed randomly in a network, and a user searches a requested resource by accessing hosts randomly. While PWQS requires replicas of each resource in numbers proportional to the network size to attain good performance, an algorithm for the control of the number of replicas is not proposed in [7] .
However, in dynamic networks such as peer-to-peer networks, an appropriate number of replicas for the applica-tion changes with time, since network size varies with time. When a special host does centralized control of the number of replicas, it should compute global information repeatedly to adapt to dynamic changes of the network, such as the current network size and the number of replicas. The computation requires much greater cost since the host must collect state of all hosts (e.g., replicas each host has). So, it is unrealistic to assume that each node knows such global information. Moreover, in terms of fault tolerance, a system should not have such a special host. Therefore, we focus distributed algorithms to realize adaptable control of the number of replicas in dynamic networks without a special host and global information.
Control of the number of replicas and replica allocation, which determines the node each replica is allocated to, improves the system performance. We focus only on control of the number of replicas in this paper, meanwhile many other researchers focus on replica allocation [8] , [9] . Our algorithms can be combined to these allocation protocols since the algorithms can control the number of replicas independently from replicas' allocation. For the control of the number of replicas, some papers have proposed centralized and distributed algorithms [10] , [11] . These algorithms control the number of replicas depending on a request frequency distribution of resources. As stated above, in this paper, we focus on the amount of storage for keeping replicas in a network. That is, we first propose a problem for the control of the replica density adaptively in response to change of network size.
Contribution of this paper. In this paper, we first formulate the replica density control problem in dynamic networks, and present biologically-inspired algorithms for the problem. The replica control problem requires us to adapt the total number of replicas to a given constant fraction of the current network size and to adapt the number of replicas of each resource equally.
Our algorithms borrow an idea from the single species population model, which is a well-known population ecology model. This model considers population of a single species in an environment such that individuals of the species can survive by consuming food supplied by the environment. The model is formulated by the logistic equation and shows that the population automatically converges to and stabilizes at some number depending on the amount of supplied food.
In the proposed algorithms, replicas are regarded as individuals of a single species. To supply food to replicas, we use mobile agents created by nodes. The first algorithm focuses on controlling the replica density of a single resource by supplying an appropriate amount of food. The simulation results show that the first algorithm can adequately adjust the replica density. In the system where multiple resources coexist, we can control the replica density of each resource by applying this algorithm to each resource: replicas of resource i are supplied food by agents that have food for resource i.
However, since the first algorithm controls the replica density of each resource independently, the number of agents on the network is proportional to the number of resources. Moreover, it is necessary for each node to have the exact knowledge about all resources existing in the network.
To solve these problems, we propose the second algorithm in which densities of all resources are controlled without a great number of agents and the exact knowledge about all resources. In the second algorithm, every replica can eat any food supplied by agents. Since the technique for supplying food fairly to replicas of every resource is needed, we limit the amount of food supplied to replicas of each resource. The simulation results show that the second algorithm also realizes self-adaptation of the replica density in dynamic networks.
We have already proposed the algorithm to control the number of objects in dynamic networks through the same approach in [12] , [13] . In [13] , we proposed an algorithm for control the replica density of only one resource while we try to control the densities of multiple resources at the same time in this paper. In [12] , we tried to control the mobile agent population. The difference between the control algorithms of replicas and mobile agents is that the target objects are static or dynamic. Mobile agents can migrate between nodes and eat food for itself, but replicas cannot migrate in the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the model of distributed systems, and define the replica density control problem. In Sect. 3, we explain about the single species population model, and in Sect. 4, we propose the without a special host and global information without a special host and global information first distributed algorithm for the problem and show its simulation results. The second algorithm is presented and simulated in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries

System Models
Dynamic networks. In this paper, we consider a dynamic network such that its node set and its link set vary with time.
To define dynamic networks, we introduce discrete time and assume that each time is denoted by a non-negative integer in a natural way: time 0 denotes the initial time, time 1 denotes the time immediately following time 0 and so on.
Formally, a dynamic network at time t is denoted by N(t) = (V(t), E(t)), where V(t) and E(t) are respectively the node set and the link set at time t. A link in E(t) connects two distinct nodes in V(t) and a link between nodes u and v is denoted by e uv or e vu . We also use the following notations to represent the numbers of nodes and edges at time t: n(t) = |V(t)| and e(t) = |E(t)|.
Mobile agent systems.
A mobile agent is an autonomous program that can migrate from one node to another on the network [14] , [15] . In a dynamic network, an agent on a node u ∈ V(t) at time t can start migrating to a node v ∈ V(t) only when link e uv is contained in E(t). The agent reaches v at time t + Δ only when the link e uv remains existing during the period from t to t + Δ, where Δ is an integer representing migration delay between the nodes. The agent migrating from u to v is removed from the network when the link e uv disappears during the period from t to t + Δ.
Each of nodes and agents has a local clock that runs at the same rate as the global time. However, we make no assumption on the local clock values: the difference between the local clock values in the system is unbounded.
An agent and a node can interact with each other by executing operations: an agent p on a node u can change its state and the state of u depending on the current states of p and u, and u can change its state and the states of the agents residing on u depending on the current states of u and the agents. Besides the above operations, each agent can execute operations to kill itself and each node can also execute operations to create new agents.
When agents reside on a node, the agents and the node have operations they can execute. For execution semantics, we assume that the agents and the node execute their operations sequentially in an arbitrary order. We also assume that the time required to execute the operations can be ignored, that is, we consider all the operations are executed sequentially but at an instant time.
Replica Density Control Problem
In this paper, we consider the replica density control problem. Resources are objects shared by the nodes on the network: files, documents, and so on. Replicas are copies of an original resource. Each node has zero or more replicas. We distinguish an original resource from its replicas: an original resource is allocated on its original node and is never deleted unless the original node decides to delete the resource, while a replica of the original resource can be deleted. Each node v can create same replicas from a replica or an original resource on v and can delete replicas on v. Let r(t) be the total number of replicas (including original resources) and r i (t) be the number of replicas of a resource i (including the original resource i) on the network N(t) at time t. The problem is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1
The goal of the replica density control problem is to adjust the total number of replicas r(t) and the number of replicas r i (t) of each resource i at time t to satisfy the following equations for a given constant δ.
We assume that the constant δ is initially given to every node. The parameter δ represents the amount of storage each node can assign to keeping replicas. The expression δ · n(t) is the total amount of storage on the network at time t. If nodes can maintain many replicas in their storage then δ should be set to a large value. In this case, since a large amount of storage is provided, the system can achieve good performance by creating a large number of replicas. The first equality represents the adaptation of the current total number of replicas to the current total amount of storage on the network. That is, the more nodes exist on the network or the more amount of storage is provided, the more replicas can be kept on the whole network. The second equality represents the restriction on the number of replicas of each resource. That is, when there are many resources on the network, each resource cannot be kept many its replicas since the replicas of the other resources also consume much storage of nodes. On the other hand, when there are not many resources on the network, each resource can be kept many its replicas.
In some applications, a control of replica density depending on popularity of resources may be desired. Although our algorithms try to keep the number of replicas of each resource equally, they can control the number of replicas of each resource depending on its popularity by adding some preprocessing. We discuss the preprocessing in Conclusion.
We consider a distributed system such that replicas are distributed over the network and nodes can leave or join the networks at any time. In such environment, it is obviously impossible to keep satisfying the above equation all the time. Thus, our goal is to propose distributed algorithms that realize convergence to and stability at the target number.
Single Species Population Model
In this section, we introduce the single species population model. The model formulates the population growth of the species in the environment, and shows that the population (i.e., the number of individuals) in the environment automatically converges to and stabilizes at some number depending on the amount of food supplied by the environment.
Each individual of the species periodically needs to take a specific amount of food to survive. That is, if an individual can take the specific amount of food then it can survive. Otherwise, it dies. Moreover, in the case that an individual can take a sufficient amount of extra food, then it generates progeny. Consequently, the followings hold: the shortage of supplied food results in decrease in the population. Conversely, the excessive amount of food results in increase in the population.
The single species population model formulates the above phenomena. Let p(t) be the population at time t. The single species population model indicates that the population growth rate at time t is represented by the following nonlinear first-order differential equation known as the logistic equation [16] :
where f a (t) is the amount of food supplied by the environment at time t, f is the amount of food consumed by one individual to survive and k is a positive real constant. The function
in the above formula is called the per capita growth rate at time t.
The expression f a (t) − f · p(t) represents the difference between the amounts of supplied food and consumed food. When the supplied food exceeds the consumed food, g(t) takes a positive value proportional to the amount of the surplus food. A scarcity of the supplied food causes a negative value of g(t) proportional to the shortage of the supplied food.
The logistic equation has two equilibrium points of the population size p(t): p(t) = 0 and p(t) = f a (t)/ f . That is, the population remains unchanged, when the population size is at the equilibrium points. The equilibrium point p(t) = f a (t)/ f represents the maximum population that the environment can keep, and is called the carrying capacity of the environment.
If the population is larger (resp. smaller) than the carrying capacity then the population decreases (resp. increases). Once the population reaches the carrying capacity, then it remains unchanged (see Fig. 1 ). Consequently, the single species population model implies that the population eventually converges to and stabilizes at the carrying capacity. Notice that the carrying capacity depends on the amount of food supplied by the environment.
Algorithm for Replica Density Control of a Single Resource
In this section, we propose an algorithm for the replica density control problem of a single resource.
Algorithm
In the algorithm, we introduce time interval of some constant length denoted by CYCLE. Behavior of each node and each replica can be divided into series of the time interval: each node supplies food every the time interval and decides by the food consumption of each replica whether the replica can survive to the next time interval or not. It should be noticed that the start time of the intervals at different nodes need not be synchronized. Moreover, the decisions about survival of different replicas on the same node are made at the different times. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the detailed behaviors of a node and an agent in our algorithm. In the algorithm, we do not specify the allocation of replicas since our algorithm is independent of replicas' allocation.
The algorithm is simple: each node creates a new agent every CYCLE time units (i.e., at the beginning of each time interval). Each agent has a specific amount of food on the initial state and traverses the network with the food. In this paper, we adopt a random walk as migration pattern of an agent since it is adaptive and the simplest migration pattern without memory space of the agent. That is, each agent repeatedly executes the following actions: each agent stays at a node for a stay time, and then migrates to one of its neighboring nodes with equal probability. When an agent visits a node v, the agent feeds the replicas on v. The replica can survive to the next time interval if it can be fed a specific amount of food, denoted by RF, during the current time interval. The replica is deleted if it cannot be fed food of amount RF during the time interval. The original resource behaves the same as a replica: it consumes food just like replicas, but is not deleted even if it cannot be fed food of amount RF. When all the food the agent p carries is consumed, p kills itself (i.e., removes itself from the network).
In addition, each node creates a new replica of resource i if a replica i h of resource i is fed surplus food of amount RF. This idea derives from the fact that the positive per capita growth g(t) in the single species population model is proportional to the amount of surplus food. This scheme is realized in the following way: if all food an agent has is not consumed by replicas after CYCLE time units from its creation time, the agent stores the surplus food into variable surplus food and continues a random walk. The amount of surplus food implies the number of replicas the system should create since agents supply adequate amount of food to keep an appropriate number of replicas. Thus, the surplus food should be consumed by replicas to create new replicas. In our algorithm, when an agent carrying surplus food visits a node v, the agent feeds replicas on node v with the surplus food. If the total amount of surplus food the replica, say replica i h , is fed reaches RF, one new replica of resource i (i.e., a copy of replica i h ) is created. If the agent feeds all the surplus food, it kills itself. Now, we consider the amount of food F that each agent should supply. Since each node creates one agent every CY-CLE time units, the amount of food supplied on the whole network at time t can be approximately estimated to be F · n(t). The goal of the replica density control problem is to adjust the total number r(t) of replicas to δ · n(t). Remind that the single species population model shows that the number of individuals converges to and stabilizes at the carrying capacity f a (t)/ f . Thus, the algorithm tries to adjust r(t) to δ · n(t) by adjusting the carrying capacity to δ · n(t). Since f a (t) corresponds to the total amount of supplied food on the whole network n(t) · F and f corresponds to the amount of food RF, the following equation should be satisfied:
From this equation, the amount of food F each agent should supply is determined to be F = δ · RF.
Simulation Results
In this subsection, we present simulation results to show that the proposed algorithm can adjust the replica density.
The following values are initialized randomly:
• the initial number and locations of agents The initial amounts of food that agents have (i.e., food p ) and replicas have fed on in the current time interval (i.e., eat food(i h )) are set to the value based on the local clocks and creation times:
The initial amounts of surplus food that agents have (i.e., surplus food p ) and the initial amounts of surplus food that replicas have fed (i.e., eat surplus food(i h ))are set to 0.
Our algorithm can be combined to any allocation protocols since the algorithm can control the replica density independently from replicas' allocation. In the simulations, a new replica created by a node is allocated to the node selected randomly with probability proportional to their degrees. The random allocation based on nodes' degrees is one of the simplest allocations to guarantee search performance since a node with high degree is likely to be accessed by many nodes to search resources. The random allocation can be realized in a real system as follows: an agent with a replica traverses the network by a random walk during randomly long time units.
We present the simulation results for random networks and scale-free networks. Scale-free networks are a specific kind of networks whose degree distribution follow a power law. A scale-free network is said to be a realistic model of actual network structures [17] , [18] . In the simulation, the stay time of an agent at a node is set to one time unit and the migration delay between any pair of neighboring nodes is set to two time units.
To show the adaptiveness of the proposed algorithm, we also show the difference ratio of the number of replicas: the ratio is defined by |δ · n(t) − r(t)|/(δ · n(t)) and represents the ratio of difference between the adjusted and the target numbers of replicas to the target number.
Simulation results for static networks. Figure 4 shows the experimental results for "static" networks. That is, the number n(t) of nodes is fixed at 5,000 during the simulation. Random graphs with n nodes are generated as follows: each pair of nodes is connected with probability of 5.0/(n − 1). Scale-free networks are generated using the incremental method proposed by Balabasi and Albert [17] . More precisely, starting with 3 fully connected nodes, we add new nodes one by one. When a new node is added, three links are also added to connect the node to three other nodes, which are randomly selected with probability proportional to their degrees. Figure 4 shows transition of the number r(t) of replicas with time t. In Fig. 4 , the x-axis is a time scale and the y-axis is the total number of replicas in the network at the time. It shows the results for four combinations of two values of δ (0.02 and 0.01), and two initial number r(0) of replicas (200 and the half of the target number). The length CYCLE of the time interval is set to 1,000 time units. From Fig. 4 , we can see that the number of replicas is decreased sharply during the early period in the case that the initial number of replicas is much larger than the target number. The reason of this is that most replicas can eat a small amount of food but the amount is not enough to survive. The number of replicas converges to the equilibrium point after a configuration where some replicas can eat the amount RF of food. These simulation results show that the number of replicas has small perturbation after the convergence. In addition, the average of the difference ratios, which is calculated by the sum of difference ratios at time t(0 ≤ t ≤ 30, 000) divided by the runtime, is about 0.06 after convergence of the replica density.
Simulation results for dynamic networks. Figure 5 shows the results for "dynamic" networks where some nodes join in the network and some nodes leave from the network constantly. When a new node joins in the network, the new node is connected to other nodes with probability 5.0/n(t) for each other node on random networks, and the new node is connected to three other nodes randomly selected with probability proportional to their degrees on scale-free networks. On joining in the network, the new node creates a new agent and sets the local clock to 0. When a node v leaves from the network, the links connecting to v, and replicas and agents on v or these links are also removed from the network. In the simulations, each node leaves from the network with a constant probability for random networks. For scale-free networks, the leave of a hub node having tremendous number of connections is undesirable for us since a lot of partitions will be caused. Therefore, for scale-free networks, a node v leaves from the network with probability avg deg · p l /deg v (0 < p l < 1), where avg deg is the average degree of the network. Notice that we keep the networks connected in the simulations: if a network is partitioned into some connected components due to leave of a node, we add a link randomly between two components.
In this simulation, the initial network size n(0) is 5,000, and the following dynamical changes occur every 200 time units. In the first quarter term (from time 0 to 7,500) of the simulation, a single new node joins with probability 0.1 and each node leaves with probability 0.01 for random networks and with probability avg deg · 0.01/deg v for scale-free networks, that is, the network size is decreasing in this term. In the second quarter term (from time 7,500 to 15,000) and the fourth quarter term (from time 22,500 to 30,000), a single new node joins with probability 0.2 and each node leaves with probability 0.0001 for random networks and with probability avg deg·0.0001/deg v for scale-free networks, that is, the network size stays about the same in these terms. In the third quarter term (from time 15,00 to 30,000), 40 nodes joins with probability 1.0 and no node leaves from the network, that is, the network size is increasing in this term. Figure 5 shows transition of the number r(t) of replicas a. Random networks (n(t) = 5000) b. Scale-free networks (n(t) = 5000) 5 , the length CYCLE is set to 1,000 time units, the value of δ is set to 0.01 and the initial number r(0) of replicas is set to 50. The simulation results show that the number of replicas is adaptively adjusted in response to changes in the network size. In addition, the average difference ratio is 0.11. The total number of replicas is smaller than the target number for most of simulation time. The cause is the deletions of replicas and agents on nodes that leave from the networks and the delay until convergence of the replica density. Due to a leave of a node, replicas and agents with food on the node are also deleted. Since the amount of food supplied to replicas is decreased, the number of replicas in the network becomes smaller than the target number. When the network size is increasing, the amount of supplied food is also increasing, but new replicas cannot be created immediately. It takes a time to converge, but the number of replicas converges to the target number after a certain time as shown in Fig. 4 .
Simulation results on lifetime of replicas. The goal of the replica density control problem is to adjust the number of replicas to a given ratio of the network size. A straightforward algorithm to achieve the goal is one based on probability: at a time interval, each node deletes all replicas it has and creates a replica with a probability δ. This naive algorithm has high adaptability, however, it causes frequent creations and deletions of replicas. From the point of application view, a frequency of creations and deletions of replicas should be low since copy and allocation cost of a replica is not ignored. Moreover, in terms of searching performance, locations of each replica should not be changed frequently. In real applications, if there is almost no change of locations of each replica, the searching performance can be improved. On the other hand, algorithms that do not create and delete replicas have low adaptability. Thus, we show our algorithm achieves a balance between adaptability and stability by showing that lifetime of replicas is sufficiently long.
Lifetime lt x of replica x is defined to be the time length from its creation to its deletion, i.e., lt x = td x − tc x , where td x is the time when x is deleted and tc x is the time when x is created. Table 1 shows the average lifetime of replicas of ten trials. To focus on the lifetime of replicas after convergence of the number of replicas to the target number, we count lifetimes of only replicas that are deleted the last half of the runtime. In the simulations, the value of δ is set to 0.01. The simulation results show that lifetime quickly becomes longer when the length of the time interval CYCLE becomes longer. The reason of this is that each replica with long CY-CLE can meet more agents in CYCLE time units than with short CYCLE. That is, replicas with long CYCLE are more likely to survive by being supplied food from many agents. Therefore, by setting an appropriate value to CYCLE, it is strongly expected that lifetime of each replica becomes sufficiently long.
Replica density algorithm by using smaller number of agents. In the algorithm presented in Sect. 4.1, n(t) agents are created and traverse the network every CYCLE time units. When the number of replicas stabilizes to the target number, most of agents should feed all food for CYCLE time units since the average lifetime of replicas is long. In the simulation setting, it is expected that n(t)/CYCLE nodes create agents at a time t. Thus, there are about n(t) agents traversing the network at any time.
Although the size of the agent is so small since the agent has only information of food, the number n(t) of agents may be large for the system. To reduce network traffic, we can modify the algorithm so that each node can create an agent every c·CYCLE time units for some constant c (c > 1). This method reduces network traffic of agents by 1/c. Since the number of agents on the whole network is roughly reduced to 1/c · n(t), each agent has to be created with the initial amount of food c · δ · RF to keep the total amount of food to be supplied. In this regard, however, the length of the time interval CYCLE needs to become longer depending on the value of c. The reason is that agents with larger amount of food must visit more nodes to supply food to more replicas.
We have verified by simulations that the network traffic of agents can be reduced to 1/c · n(t) without sacrificing accuracy of the replica density control.
Algorithm for Replica Densities Control of Multiple Resources
For the objective of controlling multiple resources, the straightforward algorithm is to apply independently the algorithm presented in Sect. 4.1 to each resource. In this case, the number of agents on the network is also proportional to the number of resources. Moreover, each node needs the exact knowledge about all resources on the network, since it must create agents for each resource.
The goal of the algorithm presented in this section is to adapt the total number of replicas of all resources to δ · n(t) and the number of replicas of each resource equally. This algorithm is based on the algorithm in Sect. 4.1. In this algorithm, however, only n(t) agents are created every CYCLE time units regardless of the number of resources. Each node needs to know only the rough number (instead of the exact number) of resources.
Algorithm
We consider how each agent should supply food to replicas. To adjust the total number of replicas to δ · n(t), each agent should supply food of amount δ · RF as the first algorithm. However, since the initial replica density of each resource may be different from that of every other resource, each replica density cannot be adjusted appropriately by the same way as the first algorithm. That is, the replicas in larger number can be fed more food than the replicas in smaller number, and keep the larger number.
To balance the replica densities of all resources, we introduce an additional condition for food supply: each agent tries to supply a same amount of food to replicas of each resource. However, each agent cannot know the number of resources on the network. Therefore, in the algorithm, we set an upper limit of the amount of food each agent can supply to a replica based on the amount of food the agent has supplied. Each agent p has information s f p (i) about the amount of food the agent p supplies to replicas of each resource i. Let S F p be the maximum amount of food agent p has supplied to replicas of resources, that is, S F p = max{s f p (i)}. At the agent p arriving at a node v, the agent p can supply the replica of resource i the following amount F p (i) of food.
The expression F p (i) represents that the upper limit of the amount of food an agent supplies is the maximum amount of food the agent has supplied to replicas of a resource. That is, in the case that the maximum amount of food an agent p has supplied is x to replicas of a resource i, p will supply less than amount x of food to a replica of other resources while p will supply no food to a replica of the resource i. When p has supplied the same amount of food to replicas of all resources p knows, p will supply the amount of food p has to a next replica.
In this way of food supply, it is important for each agent to supply food to replicas of many resources. However, when the value δ is much smaller than the number of resources, each agent can supply food to only replicas of δ resources before it kills itself. In this case, the replicas that exist in large number can keep its large number since many agents can meet the replicas. Therefore, the amount of food each agent can supply at once should be limited to a little amount. The more resources exist in the network, the less amount of food each agent should supply to a replica to guarantee that the agent supplies food to replicas of many a. Random networks (n(t) = 5000) b. Scale-free networks (n(t) = 5000) Fig. 6 Simulation results of the second algorithm on static networks.
resources. On the other hand, the larger amount of food each agent has, the larger amount of food each agent should supply to a replica since each agent has to supply the amount δ · RF of food during CYCLE time units. Thus, in the proposed algorithm, the amount of food each agent supplies to a replica on a visited node is less than RF · δ/(C · kind(t)), where kind(t) is the number of resources at time t and C is a positive value. Based on the above discussion, the amount of food each agent p supplies to a replica i h of resource i on a visited node is represented by
In the above method, it is necessary for each node to know the number kind(t) of resources at time t. To estimate the number kind(t), each node v has the set rsc list v of resource identifiers believed to exist in the network. The node v can obtain the information about existing resources from the agents visiting v, that is, the identifiers of resources the visiting agent has fed food are added to the set rsc list v .
Another problem we should consider is deletion of resources from the network. We consider dynamic networks that resources may be deleted by their original node. When an original node of a resource i decides deletion of i, the replicas of resource i also need to be deleted from the network. To feed no food to the replicas of the deleted resource, an original node keeps the set of identifiers of resources the node has deleted. Each agent p has the set del list p and collects the identifiers of the deleted resources on the visited nodes. If agent p finds the replica of the resource included in the set del list p , the replica is deleted from the network.
Simulation Results
Now, we show simulation results of the second algorithm. In the simulation, the behavior and the initial locations of agents are determined in the same way as that in Sect. 4.2. The positive value C is set to 1.0.
Simulation results for static networks. Figure 6 shows the results for "static" networks. The network is created by the way presented in Sect. 4.2. In the simulation, the length CY-CLE of the time interval is set to 1,000. The network size n(t) is fixed at 5,000 during the simulation. The number of resources is set to 5,000, and the value δ is set to 50 and 100. That is, the number of replicas of each resource should be kept to 50 and 100 respectively. The initial number of replicas of each resource is set to a random value from 1 to 200. In Fig. 6 , we show the transition of the replica density of two resources chosen randomly from the 5,000 resources on each case of δ is 50 and 100. The x-axis is a time scale and the y-axis is the number of replicas of the chosen resources in the network at the time in Fig. 6 .
The simulation results in Fig. 6 show that the number of replicas converges to and stabilizes at the target number respectively. The average difference ratio of 5,000 resources at the end of the simulation is less than 0.07. In the case that the initial number of replicas is large, the number of replicas is not decreased as much as Fig. 4 . This is caused by difference of the amount of food an agent supplied. In this simulation, each replica can eat enough amount of food by meeting only one agent since a created agent initially has 50·RF amount of food while each replica must meet many agents to survive in the simulation of Fig. 4 . Figure 7 shows the simulation results for "dynamic" networks in which the network size n(t) varies with time. The networks change in the same way as the simulation in Sect. 4.2. Note that the number of resources remains unchanged: when the original node v of resource i leaves from the network, node v sends the original resource i to one of its neighbors, and the neighbor becomes the original node of the resource i. In the simulation, the length CYCLE of the time interval is set to 1,000, the number of resources is set to 5,000, and the value δ is set to 50. Since the network size varies with time, the target number of replicas of each resource also varies with time. The target number of replicas of each resource is 50 at time 0, about 35 at time 7,500 and about 48 at the end of the simulation. The initial number of replicas of each resource is set to 50.
Simulation results for dynamic networks.
In Fig. 7 , we show the transition of the number of replicas of a resource chosen randomly from 5,000 resources. The y-axes on the left and the right are the number of repli- cas of the chosen resource and nodes in the network at the time respectively. These simulation results also show the replica density is adaptively adjusted in response to changes in the network size. In the simulations presented on Fig. 8 , the number of resources changes. When the number of resources becomes larger, the target number of replicas of each resource becomes smaller. On the other hand, when the number of resources becomes smaller, the target number becomes larger. In the simulation results of Fig. 8 , the network size n(t) is fixed at 5,000, the length CYCLE is set to 1,000 time units, the value of δ is set to 50 and the initial number of replicas of each resource is set to 50. The initial number of resources is 5,000 (the target number is 50), and about 1,550 resources are deleted from the network at time 10,000 of the simulation (the target number becomes about 73), and about 1,550 resources are added to the network at time 20,000 of the simulation (target number becomes about 50). The deleted resources are chosen randomly.
In Fig. 8 , the y-axis is the number of replicas of the chosen resources in the network at the time. The simulation results show the adaptation of the replica density to changes in the number of resources. In addition, these results also show that replicas of deleted resources quickly deleted from the network because of no supplied food. When new resources are adding in the networks, the target number of replicas of each resource is decreasing. In the simulation, however, the number of replicas of a preexisting resource cannot be decreased immediately. The reason of this is that immediately after a new resource is added, the number of replica of the new resource is small and the replicas of the preexisting resource are supplied food for the new resource.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed two distributed algorithms for the replica density control problem. The problem requires us to adapt the total number of replicas to a given constant fraction of the current network size and adapt the number of replicas of each resource equally. The algorithms are inspired by the single species population model. The first algorithm is very simple and easily understandable. The algorithm can adapt the current density of a single resource to the current network size. To control multiple resources by using the first algorithm, a large number of agents and the identifiers of every resource are required at each node. The second algorithm controls densities of all resources. As a result, the number of agents created periodically is n(t) regardless of the number of resources. Moreover, in the second algorithm, each node estimates the number of resources to supply food at an amount corresponding to the number of resources, but does not need to have the exact knowledge about all resources. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can adequately adjust the number of replicas in dynamic networks. In addition, from the simulation results, the lifetime of each replica becomes sufficiently long by setting an appropriate value to algorithm parameter CYCLE.
By applying our algorithms, it is also possible to control the number of replicas of each resource depending on its popularity if a popularity distribution of resources is given. One of the methods to realize popularity-based control is that some copies of an original resource are created depending on its popularity and identified as different resources (e.g., each copy is assigned a different resource ID). Since our algorithm keeps the number of replicas of each resource equally, the method can keep the number of replicas of a resource proportional to its popularity.
In this paper, we focus on only the number of replicas. In real systems that provide resource replication, allocation of replicas is also very important. Our future work is to develop the replica allocation algorithm for improving system performance: agents determine allocations of new replicas from network conditions that agents can learn by traversing over the network. Another future work is to propose a migration pattern of an agent for supplying food efficiently. In this paper, each agent makes a random walk independently. It remains possible that agents can supply food efficiently by using higher technical migration pattern such as a walk based on the amounts of food neighbor nodes have or the degree of neighbor nodes. 
